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Network & Application Collaboration
brings benefits to both parties

01.



Science applications / Covid-19

4

● Applications rely on networks as one of the key components of their

infrastructure for local/global interconnection of laboratories and data centres.

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) Pacific Wave

Figures source: phys.org, extremetech.com
https://pacificwave.net/news/re-networks-in-co-and-nv-join-networks-in-ca-or-and-wa-to-support-pact



Adaptive applications

5
Junyang Chen, Mostafa Ammar, Marwan Fayed, and Rodrigo Fonseca. 2016. Client-driven network-level QoE fairness for encrypted 'DASHS'. In Proceedings of the 2016 workshop on QoE-

based Analysis and Management of Data Communication Networks. 55–60.

DASH: Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP

(1) Flow-rate equality

(2) Session-rate equality

(3) Equal utility

(4) High utilization

Network-Application 

collaboration
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Network & Application Interaction:
Approaches



Nash equilibrium solutions
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Nash Equilibrium Point

● Application/network-oblivious

● Inefficient interaction

Best-effort/Black-box

● Privacy/Scalability concerns

● Inefficient resource allocation



Best-effort/Black-box
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Best-effort/Black-box

● Privacy/Scalability concerns

● Inefficient resource allocation

Nash Equilibrium Point

● Application/network-oblivious

● Inefficient interaction



Network & Application Interaction:
Our Proposal



NAI: Network-Application Integration

● Application-aware networking
○ Applications specifies diverse

requirements for the network

infrastructure.

● Network-aware applications
○ Network exposes underlying network

information available to applications.

A tighter interaction among applications and networks in such a way that either

can be adapted to a particular state and context (for a network) or requirements

(for an application) in every moment.

11
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NAI: Major barriers 
14

(B1) Network information exposure
○ Applications are lacking of visibility of available and shared network resources

○ Existing exposure mechanisms

■ Graph-based abstractions [10, 32]

■ One-big-switch abstractions [14, 35]

(B2) Network information discovery
○ Lacking of a generic mechanism for applications to specify and discover the network information

○ Existing solutions

■ [14, 28, 35] provide application interfaces to discover E2E cost information of different packet

spaces without flexibility

(B3) Optimized network view
○ Network inventory size can become very large

○ The number of available configurations would increase exponentially with both the network

size and the number of services (computationally expensive and time-consuming)
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Hypothesis

17

“Application and network integration is a key

component for multi-domain settings, which for widely

use should consider generic and standard mechanisms

satisfying the ever so important features of NAI

possibilities exposure and discovery, along with

addressing the scalability and performance concerns”



Network & Application Integration (NAI)

18

Research Question #1: What are the possibilities of a much stronger

network & application collaboration than the current mainstream

networking?

Objective (O1): Bridging the gap between networks and applications

by showing the huge possibilities of NAI in two concrete aspects:

application-aware networking and network-aware applications.



Multi-domain Info. Exposure & Discovery 
using ALTO

19

Research Question #2: How to expose and discover multi-domain

NAI possibilities using the IETF ALTO protocol?

Objective (O2): Demonstrate the maturing of the ALTO protocol to be

used as a standard mechanism for exposing and discovering NAI

possibilities in settings traversing multiple domains.



ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory

20

Research Question #3: How to effectively handle the scale and

complexity of multi-domain environments to create proper abstract

network views?

Objective (O3): Provide a novel abstraction mechanism to generate

service-optimized network inventory views among different domains

to deal with scalability and performance requirements.



Scope of the thesis

21



NAI
Deep Network & Application Integration

● Application-aware Networking
● Network-aware applications

02.



Application-aware Networking

● Why?
○ Applications have varying needs for

network latency, bandwidth, packet

loss, etc.

○ Applications' requirements are often

unknown to the network due to

applications and networks are

decoupled.

● Application-aware networking
○ Discovery expression by the

application of the required properties

and characteristics needed to be

supported by the network.

23



Example Capability Network Support

Programmable networking

Programmable networking

Provide Transport Differentiation

at app-level granularity

create different networks/slices/QoS

at sub-app granularity

scheduling each packet according to app-level deadline 
(e.g., fastpass’14), distinguish application-level structures 
(e.g., I frame vs P frame); co-flow scheduling

cross-app/protocol dependency

identify full dependency (e.g., application-level dependency 
such as DNS->handshake->…)

Classification; Scheduling

Classification; 
Network state; 
Scheduling

Classification; 
Network state; Scheduling

Provide In-Network Storage/Compute

application state (e.g., KV store) inside network

application compute (e.g., paxos alg) inside network

Application-aware networking: possibilities

24
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Related work
● [Magellan]

○ A programming environment to specify a global packet/in-network processing logic

○ Datapaths and runtime for control plane are automatically generated

● [Socket Intents]
○ Application-expressed approach for multi-access network connectivity

○ Applications can share information about their communication patterns such as preferences,

characteristics, expectations, and resiliences.

● [APN6]
○ Use IPv6 extensions header to convey the application requirements

○ Benefit different use cases, such as SLA guarantee, network slicing, and network measurement

● [PANE]
○ Participatory networks: network provides a configuration API for applications to control a SDN

○ PANE API is used in different use case applications (Ekiga, SSHGuard, ZooKeeper, and Hadoop)

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/23f5/2fd89c0a1ad549ee56adec96c0f380edab4b.pdf?_ga=2.139432048.253627009.1596467559-1413698801.1592507471
https://conferences.sigcomm.org/co-next/2013/program/p295.pdf
https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-li-6man-app-aware-ipv6-network-00
http://cs.brown.edu/~rfonseca/pubs/sigcomm13.pdf


Real deployment examples

Figures source: http://grp-workshop-2019.ucsd.edu/presentations/4_WU-GRP-2019-BigData_Express.pdf, https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8648795

[BigData Express] [SENSE]

26

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8648789
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8648795
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https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8648789
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8648795


Network-aware Applications

● Why?
○ Applications running over networks

face challenges due to the lack of

network state and information.

○ Network complexity.

● Network-aware applications
○ Abstracted network information

exposure that can be processed and

consumed by the application.

28



Example Capability Network Support

Programmable networking

Network-aware applications: possibilities

Conduct Transport Selection

Time adaption

Server/Path adaption

Network state; Capability 
information

Conduct Network Compute Selection

Rate adaption

Bandwidth time window

e.g., Which servers to use in multiple replicas

Congestion control (reacting to packet loss/delay/ECN 
bitdelay, ECN bit [29]/ INT [15]); Adaptive streaming; Lower-
than-best-effort (e.g., LEDBAT); Multi-path TCP.

Network function instantiation and invocation

e.g., Function as a service (FaaS)

Network state; Capability 
information

Network state; Capability 
information

29



Related work

[P4P] [ALTO]

Figures source: https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/1402946.1402999, https://irtf.org/anrw/2020/slides-lachos-00.pdf

30

https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/1402946.1402999
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7285
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Related work

[P4P] [ALTO]

Figures source: https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/1402946.1402999, https://irtf.org/anrw/2020/slides-lachos-00.pdf

https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/1402946.1402999
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7285


Real deployment examples

Figures source: https://doi.org/10.17487/RFC5632, https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3359989.3365430

[P4P-based framework (Comcast)]

[Flow Director 

(Benocs)]

32

https://doi.org/10.17487/RFC5632
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3359989.3365430


MUDED Framework
Multi-Domain NAI Possibilities Exposure and Discovery



Reference architecture
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Three novel design points

35

● Design point 1
○ ALTO: Resource discovery language

● Design point 2
○ ALTO: Mathematical programming

constraints as a unified resource

representation

● Design point 3
○ ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory



Design point 1:

Resource discovery language
A. NFFG-based Language

B. SQL-style Language
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ALTO: The basics first

ALTO Server

ALTO Client

ALTO Protocol
● Communication protocol between ALTO Server and ALTO Client(s)

● Based on existing HTTP implementations (RESTful and JSON)

● A logical entity that provides interfaces (e.g., REST-ful APIs) to

consult the ALTO information services

● A logical entity that sends ALTO queries to obtain guiding

information from the ALTO server



A. NFFG-based Language

38

● Basic idea:
○ Network applications (e.g., DOs, MdOs),

need to specify a set of E2E service

requirements to obtain candidate resources

(domains) and candidate paths.

● Network applications will send ALTO

queries to the ALTO server following

the NFFG format

● NFFG:
○ Graph of logical links connecting virtual or

physical NFs nodes describing traffic flow

between those NFs [10].

https://www.eict.de/fileadmin/redakteure/Projekte/Unify/Deliverables/UNIFY-D3.2a-Network_Function_Forwarding_Graph_specification.pdf


● The ALTO Server must allow the request input to

include a SG with a formatted NFFG body:
○ nfs: a list of network functions

○ saps: a list of service access points or endpoints

○ sg_links: service graph links representing logical connections

between network functions, endpoints or both

○ reqs: E2E requirements as a list of IDs of service graph links

39

Filtered Cost Map Extension



Filtered Cost Map Extension
● The ALTO Server must allow the request input to

include a SG with a formatted NFFG body:
○ nfs: a list of network functions

○ saps: a list of service access points or endpoints

○ sg_links: service graph links representing logical connections

between network functions, endpoints or both

○ reqs: E2E requirements as a list of IDs of service graph links

40
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● The ALTO client requests the path vector for

a given E2E requirement:
○ SAP1 -> NF1 -> NF2 -> NF3 -> SAP2

● SG Request:
○ 3 NFs

○ 2 SAPs

○ 4 Links

○ 1 E2E requirement

Illustrating example

41
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● The ALTO client requests the path vector for

a given E2E requirement:
○ SAP1 -> NF1 -> NF2 -> NF3 -> SAP2

● SG Request:
○ 3 NFs

○ 2 SAPs

○ 4 Links connecting the NFs and SAPs

○ 1 E2E requirement

Illustrating example

44
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● Response: The ALTO server returns connectivity

information for the E2E requirement.

Illustrating example
45



B. SQL-style Language

46

● Basic idea:
○ Applications use the language to express

flexible resource discovery intents.

● The language uses a resource-

filtering design:
○ Define predicates on packet spaces

○ Define predicates on resources

● SQL-style semantic



Illustrating example

flow_1: {src_ip = 10.0.0.1 and dst_ip = 10.0.0.2
and dst_port = 80};

flow_2: {src_ip = 10.0.0.3 and dst_ip = 10.0.0.4
and dst_port = 20};

flow_set: {flow_1, flow_2};
req_1: {"FW", "DPI"} subset flow_1.route;
req_2: flow_2.bandwidth >= 100 Mbps;
select bandwidth, delay from flow_set

where req_1 and req_2;

● Flow specification statements:
○ Flow specification statement

○ Resource requirement statements

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○ Resource query statements
47
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Design point 2:
Mathematical programming constraints

as a unified, compact resource representation



Unified Resource Representation

52

● Use math. programming constraints

to provide a compact

representation of the resource

availability and sharing information

(e.g., bandwidth) of flows through a

network



Math. Programming as Abstraction Repres.
53

● Provide a compact representation of the available resources (e.g., bandwidth)

of flows through a network.



Math. Programming as Abstraction Repres.
54

● Provide a compact representation of the available resources (e.g., bandwidth)

of flows through a network.

Linear Inequalities
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Math. Programming as Abstraction Repres.
56

● Provide a compact representation of the available resources (e.g., bandwidth)

of flows through a network.

Linear Inequalities Remove redundancy Unified Repres.



Design Point 3:
ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory



Optimized network view

58

● A novel component that allows

the creation of service-optimized

network inventory views over the

same network infrastructure.
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ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory

ANI

Network 

Inventory
(1)
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ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory

ANI

Service 

Requirements
(2)

Network 

Inventory
(1)
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ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory

ANI

Logical Network 

Inventories (LNIs)

Service 

Requirements
(2)

Network 

Inventory
(1)



LNI Graph: Illustrative Example

Network Service: ns1

Network Service: ns2

Network Inventory

62



LNI Graph: Illustrative Example

Network Service: ns1

Network Service: ns2

Network Inventory

Logical Network Inventory: Lns1

Logical Network Inventory: Lns2

63



Multi-Domain Information 
Exposure & Discovery using ALTO

03.
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High Level ALTO Architecture
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● The ALTO server in each

domain will provide only local

information to ALTO clients.

● The ALTO client (Tracker), in

domain A, will receive partial

network information from

domain B or domain C.

ALTO: Single-domain

ALTO Client
Protocol

ALTO Client
Protocol
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● ALTO servers will exchange

information and the ALTO client

will receive merged information

from multiple domains

● In the example, the tracker will

receive merged information

from domain A and domain B.

ALTO: Multi-domain

ALTO Server-to-Server
Protocol



What are the issues of gathering 
multi-domain information?

Current ALTO design
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Server-to-Client ALTO communication
Server-to-Client ALTO communication is not enough

The ALTO protocol specification states [RFC7285]: "It may also be possible for an ALTO

server to exchange network information with other ALTO servers (either within the same

administrative domain or another administrative domain with the consent of both parties) ...".

However, such a protocol is outside the scope of the specification.

???

???

???

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7285
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Domain connectivity discovery
Discover which domains are involved in the data movement of each node pair.

Discover a set of candidate paths in order to know how to reach a remote

destination node.
The current ALTO extensions do not have this feature.

Domain(s): {A, B}
Path(s): [A]->[B]

Domain(s): {A, C}
Path(s): [A]->[C]
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ALTO server discovery
An application (as an ALTO client) needs to be aware of the presence and the

location of ALTO servers in order to get appropriate guidance.

ALTO servers will be located in different network domains, so that multi-domain

ALTO server discovery mechanisms are needed.

???
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Single-domain composition
Each domain can have its own representation of the same network information

Same utilization charge property but the form of 

billing may not be uniform

Property values may not be comparable together 

(available bandwidth and utilization charge)
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Simple resource query language
Applications need a query to express all common resource requirements to the

network.

ALTO provides a very simple query interface (e.g., filtered network/cost map).

○ E.g., A flow f1 may provide application’s requirements:

■ Reachability requirements: “from S1 to D1”

■ Bi-direction symmetry: “Data traffic from S1 to D1 and from D1 to S1”

■ Waypoint traversal: “f1 must traverse one middlebox m1”

■ QoS metrics: “the bandwidth of the flow f1 needs to be at least 30 Gbps”

■ etc.
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Scalability & Privacy

● The optimization problems, specified by the applications’ requirements, can be
computationally expensive and time-consuming.
○ The number of available paths for each flow increases exponentially with the number of domains

involved.
○ The number of available configurations for a set of flows increase exponentially with both the

network size and the number of flows.

Scalability

● The information provided by the ALTO base protocol is considered coarse-
grained in several recent multi-domain use cases.

● New ALTO extension services have been designed to provide fine-grained
network information to the applications.
○ Using these ALTO extension services for multi-domain scenarios would raise new security and

privacy concerns.

Privacy & Security



How to design a whole ALTO 
framework?

Envisioned solutions & on-going efforts



Relationship: ALTO issues & solutions

76
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Server-to-Server ALTO communication
● ALTO may consider either a hierarchical or mesh architectural deployment

design [INTER-ALTO][MD-ANALY][BROKER][SFC-MD].
○ Hierarchical design. ALTO servers in domain partitions gather local information and send it to

central server.

○ Mesh deployment. ALTO servers may be set up in each domain independently, and gathering

the network information from other connected domains.

Hierarchical Mesh

https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-dulinski-alto-inter-problem-statement-02
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-xiang-alto-multidomain-analytics/
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-lachosrothenberg-alto-brokermdo/
https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-lachos-sfc-multi-domain-alto-00
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Multi-domain connectivity discovery
● Multi-domain mechanisms combining domains sequence computation and

paths computation need to be defined.

● Standardized computation protocols could be leveraged:
○ BGP-based [RFC4271]: Provides multi-domain sequence computation (It does not advertise

multiple alternative routes).

○ BGP-LS-based [RFC7752]: Allows visibility of the network topology and export traffic

engineering information with external domains using the BGP routing protocol.

○ PCE-based [RFC5441][RFC6805]: Define mechanisms where a PCE entity cooperates either with

other PCE entities in adjacent domains or with a parent PCE entity.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4271
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7752
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5441
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6805
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Multi-domain ALTO server discovery
● ALTO cross-domain server discovery [RFC8686]

○ It specifies a procedure for identifying ALTO servers outside of the ALTO client's own network

domain.

● PCE Discovery [RFC4674]
○ It proposes a set of functional requirements to allow a path computation client (PCC) to

automatically and dynamically discover the location of PCEs entities (including additional

information about supported capabilities) for each controller domain.

● BGP extension for PCE discovery [PROTO-BGP]
○ It is defining extensions to BGP to also carry PCE discovery information. Specifically, this

document extends BGP to allow a PCE entities to advertise its location and some information

useful to a PCC for the PCE selection.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8686
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4674
https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-dong-pce-discovery-proto-bgp-07
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Unified Resource Representation
● [UNI-REPRE][UNICORN][MERCATOR][MUDED]: Design options of multi-domain

composition mechanisms using mathematical programming constraints.

Linear Inequalities

ALTO Server

ALTO Server

ALTO Server

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-xiang-alto-unified-representation/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0167739X18302413
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8665783
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9289872/
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Unified Resource Representation
● [UNI-REPRE][UNICORN][MERCATOR][MUDED]: Design options of multi-domain

composition mechanisms using mathematical programming constraints.

Linear Inequalities Remove redundancy

ALTO Server

ALTO Server

ALTO Server

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-xiang-alto-unified-representation/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0167739X18302413
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8665783
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9289872/
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Unified Resource Representation
● [UNI-REPRE][UNICORN][MERCATOR][MUDED]: Design options of multi-domain

composition mechanisms using mathematical programming constraints.

Linear Inequalities Remove redundancy Unified/Single Repres.

ALTO Server

ALTO Server

ALTO Server

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-xiang-alto-unified-representation/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0167739X18302413
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8665783
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9289872/
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Generic/Flexible query language
● With a flexible/generic query language:

○ The network can filter out a large number of unqualified domains.

○ The network can selectively send the resource information of a small number of qualified

domains.

● Language specification:
○ Inspired by standard [GSM], [NFV-NSD] or pre-standard [SOCKET-INTENTS][IBN] mechanisms,

implemented with a user-friendly grammar (e.g., SQL-style query).

https://www.gsma.com/newsroom/wp-content/uploads/NG.116-v2.0.pdf
https://docbox.etsi.org/isg/nfv/open/Publications_pdf/Specs-Reports/NFV-IFA 014v3.3.1 - GS - Network Service Templates Spec.pdf
https://conferences.sigcomm.org/co-next/2013/program/p295.pdf
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-irtf-nmrg-ibn-concepts-definitions/
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Computation complexity optimization
● ALTO servers need to support mechanisms such as pre-computation,

projection and/or compression to improve the scalability and performance.

● Such mechanisms should effectively reduce the redundancy in the network

view as much as possible while still providing the same information.
○ [DRAFT-RSA] describes equivalent transformation algorithms that identify/remove redundant

information to obtain a more compact view.

○ [MERCATOR] proactively discovers network resource information for a set of flows, and project

the pre-computed result to get the information when receiving actual requests from

applications.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-gao-alto-routing-state-abstraction/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8665783
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Security/Privacy preserving
● ALTO needs mechanisms (with little overhead) that provide accurate sharing

network information, and at the same time protects each member domain.

● [MD-ANALYTICS][MERCATOR] present a privacy-preserving, multi-domain

extension of ALTO.
○ ALTO servers in all member domains use a secure multi-party computation (SMPC) protocol to

collectively send the responses to the ALTO client without revealing the source of any entry.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-xiang-alto-multidomain-analytics-03
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8665783


ANI
Abstracted Network Inventory

04.
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Motivation: Placement Decisiones

Service 

Requirements
Candidates
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Motivation: Placement Decisiones

Service 

Requirements
Candidates

???

???

???
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Placement Needs a Network Inventory

A real-time representation of the available:

● Infrastructure resources (e.g., compute, storage)

● Relationships (e.g., connections between VMs/hosts)

Cloud Site
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Network Inventory in Multi-domain
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Network Inventory in Multi-domain

● Network inventory size can become very large
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Network Inventory in Multi-domain

● Network inventory size can become very large

● Placement decisions may become not tractable (e.g., scalability issues)
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Network Inventory Abstractions

One-Big-Switch Graph-based Cluster-based
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Network Inventory Abstractions

One-Big-Switch Graph-based Cluster-based

95

+ Full topology 
information

- Leading to security 
breaches

+ Simplified view
+ Protects the privacy

- Inaccurate

+ Structural/Attribute 
similarities

- Acceptance rate
- Expensive for very large 

datasets
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ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory

ANI

Logical Network 

Inventories (LNIs)

Service 

Requirements
(2)

Network 

Inventory
(1)
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ANI: Key Concepts

B C

D

A

E
CPU: 64 CPU: 64 CPU: 64

CPU: 32

CPU: 32

100Mbps 1Gbps

1Gbps

100Mbps

Network Inventory

Nodes and edges each providing a particular capacity:

● Node-related capacities: CPU, RAM, Disk space

● Edge-related capacities: Bandwidth, Latency
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ANI: Key Concepts

CPU: 64 CPU: 64

1Gbps

NF1 NF2

Nodes (a set of required NFs) and edges (how NFs are connected)

● Nodes: resource demands (e.g., CPU, memory, storage)

● Edges: performance objectives (e.g., latency, bandwidth)

Network Service
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ANI: Two Step Procedure

Network 

Inventory

Network 

Service

LNIs

1 Classification of a service to determine

whether the service is node-oriented,

edge-oriented, or node/edge-oriented.

ANI
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ANI: Two Step Procedure

Network 

Inventory

LNIs

1 Classification of a service to determine

whether the service is node-oriented,

edge-oriented, or node/edge-oriented.

2 The actual node and/or edge oriented

mode is executed over the network

inventory to generate an LNI.

ANI

Network 

Service



1. Service Classification

E.g., Sum of CPU demands

Resource Reference Value (RRVS)

Performance Reference Value (PRVS)
E.g., maximum bandwidth objective

Network Service
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1. Service Classification

E.g., Sum of CPU demands

Resource Reference Value (RRVS)

Performance Reference Value (PRVS)
E.g., maximum bandwidth objective

E.g., Sum of available node capacities (CPU)

Node Reference Value (NRVi)

Edge Reference Value (ERVi)
E.g., Avg/Worst-case link capacities (bandwidth)

Network Inventory

Network Service
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1. Service Classification

CPU: 64

Node-oriented

RRVS >> NRVi

PRVS >> ERVi

CPU: 64

1Gbps

Node/Edge 

oriented

E.g., Sum of CPU demands

Resource Reference Value (RRVS)

Performance Reference Value (PRVS)
E.g., maximum bandwidth objective

E.g., Sum of available node capacities (CPU)

Node Reference Value (NRVi)

Edge Reference Value (ERVi)
E.g., Avg/Worst-case link capacities (bandwidth)

RRVS >> NRVi

Network Inventory

Network Service

Yes

No

No

Edge-oriented

1Gbps
PRVS >> ERVi

Yes

Yes
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CPU: 64

Node-oriented

2. LNI Generation

● Nodes in the network inventory are assigned to the LNI

● Nodes support the resource demandas (e.g., CPU) of

the service
● Edges are discarded.

Node-oriented LNI
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Edge-oriented

● Edges in the network inventory are assigned to the LNI

● Edges support the required performance objective

(e.g., bandwidth) of the service.

Edge-oriented LNI

1Gbps

2. LNI Generation



Node/Edge-oriented

● Nodes/edges are assigned to the LNI

● Selected nodes support the resource demand of the

service

Node/Edge-oriented LNI

CPU: 64

1Gbps

2. LNI Generation

● Selected edges support the performance objective of

the service
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Network Model: Network Service

Basic form: , where:
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Network Model: Network Service

Basic form: , where:

is a set of NFs connected via a set of directed edges
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Network Model: Network Service

Basic form: , where:

is a set of NFs connected via a set of directed edges

Each NF is associated with a requested CPU capacity value
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Network Model: Network Service

Basic form: , where:

is a set of NFs connected via a set of directed edges

Each NF is associated with a requested CPU capacity value

Each edge , connecting two NFs and , is associated with a

requested bandwidth capacity value
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Network Model: Network Inventory

Basic form: , where:
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Network Model: Network Inventory

Basic form: , where:

A node has an available CPU capacity
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Network Model: Network Inventory

Basic form: , where:

A node has an available CPU capacity

An edge , between two nodes and , is associated with a

bandwidth capacity value
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Network Model: Network Inventory

Extended form: , where:
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Network Model: Network Inventory

Extended form: , where:
represents multiple possible views of the same network inventory.
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by , where:

Network Model: Network Inventory

Extended form: , where:

A LNI graph is also an undirected graph denoted

116

represents multiple possible views of the same network inventory.



by , where:

Network Model: Network Inventory

Extended form: , where:

is a subset of vertices

such that
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A LNI graph

is a subset of vertices

such that

is also an undirected graph denoted

LNIy

represents multiple possible views of the same network inventory.



Algorithms
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Node-oriented LNI Edge-oriented LNI Node/Edge-Oriented LNI



LNI Quality Evaluation
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Simulation Setup

Number of nodes: 50 - 250

Edge creation probability: 0.5 - 1.0

Performance Metrics

Nodes/Edges Reduction

Degree

+ Network Inventory

CPU capacity: 1 - 16 Bandwidth capacity: 1 - 100

Number of NFs: 2 - 6

CPU capacity: 1 - 16 Bandwidth capacity: 1 - 100

+ Network Services

Supporting Code: https://github.com/intrig-unicamp/ani

https://github.com/intrig-unicamp/ani


Node/Edge Reduction

120
Normalized reduction in nodes (a) and edges (b) using the three algorithms:

Node-oriented LNI, Edge-oriented LNI, and Node/Edge-oriented LNI

(a) Nodes Reduction (b) Edges Reduction



Degree

121
Relationship between compute nodes and edges (i.e., density) in an LNI is

reduced between 2.0-2.8x compared to a full network inventory topology.

(a) Degree (b) Degree: 2-6 NFs



MUDED Use case: 
5GEx Information Exchange

05.



5GEx Project Architecture
123

Figure source: https://doi.org/10.1002/ett.3085
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5GEx Information Exchange

5GEx MdO System Design

Figures source: https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/documents/downloadPublic?documentIds=080166e5ae49bd89&appId=PPGMS
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5GEx Information Exchange

5GEx MdO System Design

TADS Architecture

Figures source: https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/documents/downloadPublic?documentIds=080166e5ae49bd89&appId=PPGMS



MUDED-based 5GEX Information Exchange

126

● Inter-domain Resource (IdR)
○ Resource availability

○ VNFs/PNFs

○ SAPs

● Inter-domain Topology (IdT)
○ Hierarchical TED

● ALTO Server
○ Property Map

○ Cost Map



MUDED: Prototype Implementation
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Server Front-End

ALTO OpenDaylight

Server Back-End

Neo4j Graph Database

ESCAPE
Extensible Service ChAin Prototyping Environment

Netphony-topology

https://sb.tmit.bme.hu/mediawiki/index.php/ESCAPE
https://github.com/telefonicaid/netphony-topology


Experimental Evaluation
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Two evaluation environments

Functional evaluation

MUDED impact on service provisioning time

Supporting Codes

Publicly available

https://github.com/intrig-unicamp/alto-based-broker-assisted-mdo

https://github.com/intrig-unicamp/alto-based-broker-assisted-mdo


Functional Evaluation: Property Map

● Property values

grouped by network

(e.g., AS).

● Filtered Property Map:

Request a subset of a

full Property Map.
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Functional Evaluation: Cost Map (1/2)
130

● Request: It includes a

Service Graph in NFFG

format.

● Response: The AS-level

topological distance for

a given SG request.



Functional Evaluation: Cost Map (2/2)
131

Cost Map with constraints:

● Request the AS-level

topological distance for a

given SG request with

constraints [ "shortest"].
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Simulation Setup

Real wide-area network topology (Internet Topology Zoo Project)

Performance Metrics

ESCAPE’s time saving rate for mapping of a service

+ Network Inventory

110 nodes, 148 edges, CPU capacity: 1 - 16, Bandwidth capacity: 1 - 100

ESCAPE (Extensible Service ChAin Prototyping Environment)

ESCAPE can run a number of emulated DOs

+ Orchestrator (MdO & DOs)

ESCAPE includes a service layer where users can request services

MUDED Impact: Service Provisioning Time
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**Up to 50% of time can be saved for

service placement after abstracting

around 20% of the compute nodes.

**This evaluation is not considering the time needed to generate a LNI

MUDED Impact: Service Provisioning Time



Final Remarks

06.



Contributions
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● Deep Network & Application Integration
○ A systematic review of the possibilities in designing and implementing NAI

○ We present the design of MUDED: Three key components

○ A prototype implementation and evaluation of MUDED

● Multi-domain Info. Exposure & Discovery using ALTO
○ We identify what network information the emerging multi-domain applications need

○ We give a systematic review of the ALTO design issues for multi-domains settings

○ We summarize envisioned solutions to design a multi-domain ALTO framework.

● ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory
○ ANI: A novel component that allows the creation of service-optimized network inventory views

○ We formally define a network model along with the development of three algorithms

○ We evaluate ANI through experiments using random and real-world topologies.
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● Deep Network & Application Integration
○ A systematic review of the possibilities in designing and implementing NAI

○ We present the design of MUDED: Three key components

○ A prototype implementation and evaluation of MUDED

● Multi-domain Info. Exposure & Discovery using ALTO
○ We identify what network information the emerging multi-domain applications need

○ We give a systematic review of the ALTO design issues for multi-domains settings

○ We summarize envisioned solutions to design a multi-domain ALTO framework.

● ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory
○ ANI: A novel component that allows the creation of service-optimized network inventory views

○ We formally define a network model along with the development of three algorithms

○ We evaluate ANI through experiments using random and real-world topologies.



Shortcomings
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● Deep Network & Application Integration
○ It is necessary a systematic review on privacy and security issues

○ The MUDED system needs further study regarding the southbound interfaces

○ There is no discussion on where MUDED is to be used and for what

○ ALTO-based specification is not explained sufficiently

● Multi-domain Info. Exposure & Discovery using ALTO
○ Our discussion lacks considerations on the feasibility

○ Are the potential solutions or extensions already ripe for standardization?

○ How the work on ALTO so far has grappled with the business implications

○ ALTO vs. non-ALTO specific approaches
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○ There is no discussion on where MUDED is to be used and for what
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○ Our discussion lacks considerations on the feasibility

○ Are the potential solutions or extensions already ripe for standardization?

○ How the work on ALTO so far has grappled with the business implications

○ ALTO vs. non-ALTO specific approaches



Shortcomings
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● ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory
○ Benefits of ANI compared to the SoA (other existing models)

○ Network model: A basic scenario with only one CPU and bandwidth constraints

○ Offline algorithms vs. online algorithms

○ The experimental evaluation part only considered basic services consisting of 2-6 VNFs

● MUDED Use case: 5GEx Information Exchange
○ What kind of organization will manage/support the operation of the broker component?

○ A systematic review of different mechanisms to avoid a single point of failure

○ How the fine-grained/coarse-grained information exchange will be handled?

○ Experimental evaluation: More complex/real environments

○ Experimental evaluation: Consider the time needed for generating the abstractions



Shortcomings
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● ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory
○ Network model: A basic scenario with only one CPU and bandwidth constraints

○ SoA is not well detailed to clearly understand the timeliness and significance of ANI

○ Offline algorithms vs. online algorithms

○ The experimental evaluation part only considered basic services consisting of 2-6 VNFs

● MUDED Use case: 5GEx Information Exchange
○ What kind of organization will manage/support the operation of the broker component?

○ A systematic review of different mechanisms to avoid a single point of failure

○ How the fine-grained/coarse-grained information exchange will be handled?

○ Experimental evaluation: More complex/real environments

○ Experimental evaluation: Consider the time needed for generating the abstractions



Hypothesis Validation
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“Application and network integration is a key

component for multi-domain settings, which for widely

use should consider generic and standard mechanisms

satisfying the ever so important features of NAI

possibilities exposure and discovery, along with

addressing the scalability and performance concerns”
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Hypothesis Validation
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“Application and network integration is a key

component for multi-domain settings, which for widely

use should consider generic and standard mechanisms

satisfying the ever so important features of NAI

possibilities exposure and discovery, along with

addressing the scalability and performance concerns”



Results & Contributions
Network & Application Integration (NAI)
● Publications

○ D. LACHOS, C. ROTHENBERG. “MUDED: Integrating Networks with Applications through Multi-Domain Exposure &

Discovery Mechanisms”. In 2020 Conference on NFV-SDN: Doctoral Symposium. Nov 2020. (Best Paper Award)

○ D. LACHOS, Q. XIANG, C. ROTHENBERG, S. RANDRIAMASY, L. CONTRERAS, B. OHLMAN. “Towards Deep Network &

Application Integration: Possibilities, Challenges, & Research Directions”. In ACM SIGCOMM’20 I Workshop on Network

Application Integration. Aug 2020.

○ D LACHOS, C. ROTHENBERG. “Multi-domain Orchestration leveraging the Application-Layer Traffic Optimization

Protocol”. In V Workshop Pre-IETF - XXXVIII CSBC’18, Brazil. Jul, 2018. (Best Paper Award)

○ D. LACHOS, C. ROTHENBERG, R. SZABÓ. “Broker-assisted Multi-domain Network Service Orchestration”. In IEEE

WCNC’18 Students, Spain. April 2018.

● Standardization
○ D. LACHOS, C. ROTHENBERG. “ALTO-based Broker-assisted Multi-domain Orchestration”. IETF, draft-

lachosrothenberg-alto-brokermdo-04. Jul, 2020.

○ D. LACHOS, C. ROTHENBERG. “Multi-domain E2E Network Services”. IETF, draft-lachosrothenberg-alto-md-e2e-ns-02 .

Jul, 2020.

● Community & cooperation

○ Deliverable 3.7 “Software Prototype Documentation and User Manual”. 5GEx project contribution. Dec 2017.
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https://tinyurl.com/y3w348bj


Multi-domain Info. Exposure & Discovery using ALTO
● Publications

○ D. LACHOS, C. ROTHENBERG, Q. XIANG, R. YANG, B. OHLMAN, S. RANDRIAMASY, L. CONTRERAS, KAI GAO. “Multi-

Domain Information Exposure using ALTO: The Good, the Bad and the Solution”. In ACM/IRTF Applied Networking

Research Workshop ANRW’20. Jul 2020.

○ D. LACHOS, C. ROTHENBERG, Q. XIANG, R. YANG, B. OHLMAN, S. RANDRIAMASY, F. BOTEN, L. CONTRERAS.

“Supporting Multi-domain Use Cases with ALTO”. In ACM/IRTF ANRW’19, Jul 2019.

● Standardization
○ D. LACHOS, C. ROTHENBERG, Q. XIANG, R. YANG, B. OHLMAN, S. RANDRIAMASY, F. BOTEN, L. CONTRERAS, J.

ZHANG, K. GAO. “Multi-domain Information Exposure using ALTO”. IETF, draft-lachos-alto-md-info-exposure-00. Jul,

2020.

○ D. LACHOS, C. ROTHENBERG, Q. XIANG, R. YANG, B. OHLMAN, S. RANDRIAMASY, F. BOTEN, L. CONTRERAS, J.

ZHANG, K. GAO. “Supporting Multi-domain Use Cases with ALTO”. IETF, draft-lachos-alto-multi-domain-use-cases-01.

Jul, 2020.

○ D. LACHOS, Q. XIANG, C. ROTHENBERG, R. YANG. “Multi-domain Service Function Chaining with ALTO”. IETF, draft-

lachos-sfc-multi-domain-alto-01. Jul, 2020.

○ L. CONTRERAS, D. LACHOS, C. ROTHENBERG. “Use of ALTO for Determining Service Edge”. IETF, draft-contreras-alto-

service-edge-01. Nov, 2020.
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Results & Contributions
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ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory

● Publications
○ D. LACHOS, C. ROTHENBERG, M. SANTOS, P. GOMES. “ANI: Abstracted Network Inventory for

Streamlined Service Placement in Distributed Clouds”. In 6th IEEE International Conference on Network

Softwarization (NetSoft’20). Jun, 2020.

● Intellectual property rights
○ M. SANTOS, D. LACHOS, P. GOMES, C. ROTHENBERG, A. VIDAL. “Technique for Simplifying

Management of a Service in a Cloud Computing Environment”. PCT Patent Application Serial No.

PCT/EP2019/058274. Filing Date: 02 Apr, 2019. Publication Number: WO/2020/200427. Publication Date:

08 Oct, 2020. Available from Internet: <https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2020200427A1/>

Results & Contributions

https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2020200427A1/


Further results & collaborative activities

149

● +2 scientific articles [a1][a2], +1 patent*, +2 blog posts [b1][b2], and 1 demo [d1]

● Collaborative activities:
○ ALTO Working group (IETF)

○ Industrial actors like Telefónica, Ericsson, Nokia, and T-Mobile

○ Intern Activities (Ericsson Research - Brazil) and short visits in leading institutions (Yale University)

● Fellowships
○ 07/2019 Travel grant, IRTF/ACM Applied Networking Research Workshop (ANRW) 2019

○ 05/2019 Travel grant, Latin American Student Workshop on Data Communication Networks 2019

○ 03/2019 Travel grant, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF-104), 2019

○ 10/2018 Travel grant, ONAP Academic Summit 2018

● Program Committees/Reviewing activities
○ 2018 Shadow PC – Internet Measurement Conference ACM IMC 2018, Boston, MA, USA

○ 2019 Peer reviewer – IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics

* “Method, System and Network Node for Generating a Network Service Monitoring Model”. PCT Patent Application Serial No. PCT/SE2020/050271. Filing Date: 16 Mar, 2020.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2019.04.008
https://doi.org/10.5753/wgrs.2019.7680
https://blog.apnic.net/2020/10/08/multi-domain-information-exposure-using-alto-the-good-the-bad-and-the-solution/
https://blog.apnic.net/2020/10/07/alto-application-layer-traffic-optimization-protocol
https://doi.org/10.1109/NetSoft48620.2020.9165375


Conclusion and Future Work
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● NAI is fundamental to provide softwarized services requiring resource

orchestration across multiple network domains.
○ Network community (academy/industry) interest to revisit this topic regularly

■ https://conferences.sigcomm.org/sigcomm/2020/workshop-nai.html

● We design and evaluate MUDED, a multi-domain NAI possibilities discovery and

exposure framework to address the key barriers of systematically realizing NAI
○ O1-O2: Taking advantage of maturing NAI protocols such as ALTO

○ O3: addressing the scalability concerns using the ANI component

● What is going to be done?
○ Full review on the shortcomings

○ Resume activities into the IETF ALTO WG

https://conferences.sigcomm.org/sigcomm/2020/workshop-nai.html


(more) Questions?
Thanks!


